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1. Program Overview and Management System

(1) Program Overview
This program was established with the aim of developing graduates who are able to promote cutting-edge 

research in molecular materials science, view science and technology issues from broader contexts, and play 
significant roles on the world stage, enabled by research and education teams that cut across industry, aca-
demia and government. Our graduates are expected  to contribute to the development of competitive core 
technologies through research in the cutting-edge science of molecular systems for devices. The program will 
also foster talented individuals who can not only dive deeply into their domain expertise in sophisticated  re-
search and development, but also tap into a broader knowledge base that includes areas such as intellectual 
property, managementand international strategy. 

The purpose of this program is to cultivate global superleaders who show great potential as scientists spe-
cializing in molecular systems for devices, who have a strong desire to take on challenges when approaching 
research and development, and who can view things from a broad perspective. This program will help students 
increase their creativity and passion for research, build research management skills and acquire a global mind-
set, to become superleaders who are capable of engaging in all aspects of research and development, from 
basic through applied, while keeping an eye on practical applications throughout.

(2) Program Features
To cultivate leaders in the science of molecular systems for devices, this program provides a unique educa-

tion with the aim of developing scientists with the abilities described below.

�Characteristics of Graduates

� Talented individuals with an advanced vision for R&D, and the courage and motivation to 
pursue that vision
� The ability to promote leading R&D with a global perspective
� Strong motivation and top-notch communication skills, and with demonstrated leadership 

qualities

This program serves as an incubator for researchers scientists who (i) are strongly motivated to advance 
R&D and take on new challenges, (ii) can promote leading R&D with a global perspective and (iii) can exer-
cise leadership based on solid communication skills. In addition, by providing consecutive research and edu-
cation from the basics to application, the program seeks to convertbasic research in Applied Molecular Chem-
istry into practical applications. It also aims to develop talented individuals who understand what is needed 
for the progress of society, and who are equipped with research skills that are immediately applicable in the 
real world.

�Program Features
� Group Research Proposal (GRP)

From the 1st year of the master’s course until the 1st year 
of the doctoral course, students aim to conduct research 
from novel perspectives in advancing basic research and in 
applied research geared towards commercialization.  To 
this end, students discuss their own research with students 
who come from different research disciplines. In the 2nd 
year as a doctoral student, research proposals will be sub-
mitted to researchers at corporations, in order to explore 
the possibility of joint research. Funding for research from 
corporations will also be sought. Each GRP will be evalu-
ated quantitatively, not only by university instructors, but 
also by corporate researchers and venture capitalists, based 
on how innovative the research development is and its po-
tential for commercialization.

Characteristics of Graduates

Development of cutting-edge research 
in science of molecular systems for devices

Molecular Systems 
For Devices

Internationalization
Management ･ 

Leadership Education

Passion and 
imagination for 
Research and 
Development
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� Education Through Global Industry-Academia Collaborations
Students will build on their basic strengths and acquire expertise in diverse areas by learning from univer-

sity faculty and corporations, both inside and outside Japan. Through domestic internships at collaborating 
companies, students will be provided with opportunities for firsthand experience in businessearly in  their 
career as scientists.
� International Education (Practical Scientific English)

Centering on English communication skills, this program is aimed at improving skills in presentations, 
discussions, and scientific writing, so that students will be able to truly express themselves during the interna-
tional stage of business and research.

[Practical Communication]
The courses, starting from M1, have been designed to give students an opportunity to improve their Eng-

lish language skills in a meaningful way, as well as to acquire the confidence they need to communicate 
effectively in both academic and non-academic settings.
[Summer Program] (Writing a Scientific Manuscript in English – A seminar for non-native English 
speakers on how to write a scientific manuscript)

This two-day intensive summer program is designed for non-native English speaking students who want 
to learn how to successfully present their research to a global audience. Topics covered include how to de-
sign experiments, how to organize and write a manuscript, and how to deliver an effective oral presentation. 
Valuable suggestions will be offered on how non-native English speakers can improve their writing and oral 
presentation skills, and how they can increase the odds of their research being published.
[L-YREP] (Leading Young Researchers English Program)

Students will receive English instruction at the language school of San Jose State University (U.S.) and 
take field trips to laboratories at nearby universities and companies in Silicon Valley, hosted by the Kyushu 
University California Office. These programs aim to develop language ability and global awareness.
� Cultivation of Management Skills and Leadership

In cooperation with the Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu University (QREC) and Ky-
ushu University Business School (QBS), courses are provided to students so that they will acquire a basic 
knowledge of intellectual property rights, business management and accounting, and learn the management 
theory and leadership theory needed to become a research and development leader.

(3) Management System

� Establishment of an Education Center for Global Leaders in Molecular Systems 
for Devices
After adoption of this program, the Education Center for Global Leaders in Molecular Systems for Devices 

(Kyushu University) was approved by the Planning Special Committee and established on Feb. 1, 2013. This 
enabled a smooth implementation of the program that extended beyond the boundaries of existing organiza-
tions.

For the establishment of the Education Center, a management committee was formed in February 2013 to 
discuss matters of significance as per Article 39 of the Code of Kyushu University.
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Education Center for Global Leaders in Molecular Systems for Devices
“Education Center for Global Leaders in Molecular Systems for Devices” is a joint university education 

and research facility responsible for implementing the Program for Leading Graduate Schools, the 
“Kyushu University Advanced Graduate Program on Molecular Systems for Devices”.

� Assignment of Full-Time Dedicated Instructors to the Education Center
Eight full-time instructors (2 associate professors and 6 assistant professors) have been hired to better sup-

port the program. An additional assistant professor will be hired in the 2013 academic year to act as mentors 
for the students.

� Establishment of the Administration Office
To effectively operate the program both inside and outside the university, we established an administration 

office and hired 6 staff members. A curriculum coordinator will be assigned during the 2013 academic year. 
Anticipating the educational activities that will take place in foreign countries, a system to handle interna-
tional clerical work has been set up in the office.

Full-Time Dedicated Instructors to the Education Center
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� Setting Up the Brainstorming Room (BS 
Room)
As a symbol of this program, the construction of astand-

alone building  “Leading Center for Molecular Devices (ten-
tative)” was initially discussed with the relevant departments 
of Kyushu University. Instead, existing facilities within the 
Open Learning Plaza were retrofi tted to establish a dedicated 
seminar room and rooms for brainstorming. These rooms are 
equipped with the latest hardware and devices, students are 
free touse any of the 7 small booths in the brainstorming 
rooms which were designed to facilitate discussion and group 
work.

Brainstorming Room 1 (#108) Brainstorming Room 2 (#109) Seminar Room (#110)

3D Printer

Video Conference System

(4) Changes and Improvements
No changes were made in the basic items stated in the application form. Minor changes are described below.

� Course Capacity
When recruiting the fi rst cohort of students, 19 students applied for the 21 available slots.  These applicants 

all passed a pre-screening conducted by their  respective research labs. As a result of the selection process, all 
proved to be capable and all were accepted. We did not try to fi ll all vacancies, but instead focused on main-
taining the quality of students starting the course.

Open Learning Plaza

Brainstorming Room � Seminar Room
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(5) Concerns When the Program Was Adopted, and Measures Taken During the 
2012 Academic Year

� Although the program focuses on the science of molecular systems for devices, many instructors in the 
program are chemists, and only a few device scientists are involved. In providing education for the program, 
not only business management subjects, but also a solid basic education in physics and chemistry must be 
offered, as well as strengthening device-related education. To do this, more researchers from Kyushu Uni-
versity in the field of devices should be allocated to the program.

 ð Since a number of the device researchers working along with university chemists in this program are 
from the private sector, integration of their research methods can be implemented. An assistant professor in 
the field of devices (Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering) may be hired by 
the 2013 academic year or later.

� Since any program aimed at developing management leadership skills must cover a wide range of areas, 
there is some concern that some areas may be only superficially covered. For example, it is more important 
for students to acquire the mindset and orientation necessary for applying for patents in contrast to the ac-
tual skills needed for a patent application. Descriptions of how economics and management topics will be 
covered are insufficient. The current program needs to be carefully reviewed to determine whether it is 
truly effective in developing the students’ management capabilities.

 ð Regarding management leadership, in cooperation with the Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of 
Kyushu University (QREC) and Kyushu University Business School (QBS), new subjects such as the Ad-
vanced Theory of Business Management for Leading Program (I) and (II), and Management in Industry-
Academia Collaborations, will be established so that students can learn the basics of business management 
and accounting, and leadership theory. Regarding patents, the Theory of Intellectual Property and Ad-
vanced Theory of Intellectual Property will be newly offered to enable the development of leaders with 
global mindsets who can engage in strategic discussions with company IP managers.
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2. Education Program

(1) Features of Education
� PhD degree fields/names to be granted

Students who finish the program will receive a PhD degree in engineering, science, information science or 
philosophy. “Advanced Graduate Program on Molecular Systems for Devices” will be appended to these de-
grees.

�Policy of Granting Degrees
� Acknowledgement of Planning and Implementation Abilities

The 2nd year students must complete the Seminar of Molecular Systems for Devices, the accomplishment of which 
will represent the first qualified examination (QE). The students will be asked to present an overview of a recent 
scientific topic of their choosing outside their own area of expertise. The students’ planning and implementation 
skills will be evaluated according to the presentation ratings provided by the instructors. The process leading up to 
the presentation will also be considered. The students will take a series of business management subjects and GRP 
credits as well. They must submit 2 or more original papers to an international science journal by the end of the 5th 
year, and the reports must be accepted and published. The 5th year students will take the 2nd QE of Research of Mo-
lecular Systems for Devices. Students who have earned GRP credits will be qualified to take the 2nd QE. The stu-
dents will be evaluated according to individual presentations of their studies during the 5-year study period, and 
according to their dissertations and patent applications.

Group Research Proposal (GRP)

� Acknowledgement of Expertise
Students must earn the Presentation of Research Plan* credits specified by this program. They also need to 

earn enough credits from Course Specialized Subjects in this program, from the Group of Major Subjects of 
the graduate school the students belong to, and from Relevant Subjects by the end of the 2nd year.
* Presentation of Research Plan: Students deliver presentations to explain their expertise and follow with a Q&A session (about 15 minutes). 

Their skills demonstrated in planning, operations and the presentation are evaluated by faculty members.
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� Acknowledgement of a Global Mindset
The 1st year students will receive language training* at San Jose State University in collaboration with the Kyushu 

University California Office. All 3rd year students are offered opportunities to conduct research at overseas compa-
nies or universities.
* L-YREP (Leading Young Researchers’ English Program, Overseas Training)

u	Requirements for completion of the degree program (for the Graduate School 
of Engineering) 

Term of Study: (Normally) 5 years
If a student has shown outstanding achievement, he/she will be allowed to shorten this term.
Number of Credits: 40 or more credits must be earned from Course Specialized Subjects in this program, 
the Group of Major Subjects and Relevant Subjects. The Group of Major Subjects is specified according to 
each student’s academic major. Among other subjects (including this program’s unique subjects, subjects com-
mon to each major and subjects common to international students), subjects specified by the student’s direct 
supervisor are called Relevant Subjects. A breakdown of the credits is as follows: (i) a total of 20 credits or 
more from high-level special subjects, advanced subjects and interdisciplinary subjects, (ii) 6 or more credits 
from the series of business management subjects provided by QREC and QBS, (iii) 4 credits or more from 
special schooling subjects for ability development, and (iv) 10 credits or more from Relevant Subjects. High-
level special subjects cover a broad range of basic knowledge, from elemental technology to systems. Ad-
vanced subjects cover deeper expertise. Students are required to obtain credits in Presentation of Research 
Plan, Practical Scientific English, GRP, and others as directed.
Research Guidance: A team is formed of university faculty from each major, and leading researchers and 
company managers from inside and outside Japan, and will directly give guidance to the students. It is hori-
zontal, group-type research guidance by more than one researcher. The research guidance of the industry-ac-
ademia collaboration team will encourage students to choose a challenging theme, and to plan and implement 
a research strategy with a definite goal.
Thesis Examination: Students who have published 2 or more original papers in an international science 
journal and who have applied for at least one patent, in addition to having acquired sufficient credits, are 
qualified to submit a doctoral dissertation. The dissertations are examined according to the regulations of the 
department the student belongs to.

u	Efforts to assure the quality of degrees
Education Quality Assurance System: The quality of the program is assured by providing a Presenta-
tion of Research Plan for the 1st year, by the Seminar of Molecular Systems for Devices for the 2nd year, by the 
GRP for the 4th year and by Research of Molecular Systems for Devices for the 5th year. Any student who can-
not finish these programs must repeat the course.
Requirements for Master’s Degrees: Students who meet the course completion requirements of the 
graduate school to which they belong will receive a master’s degree.

�Knowledge/Skills to be Acquired through the Program
Through research on the science of molecular systems for devices, based on advanced molecular materials, 

this program provides a way to provide scientists with the knowledge and skills required to become global 
leaders who will play leading roles in forming the core of next-generation science and technology, which could 
lead to creating new industries.
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How to acquire the knowledge/skills needed to become global leaders, and related subjects

Knowledge / Skills Skills acquisition Subjects

Basics �	Acquisition of basic interdisciplinary 
knowledge

�	Lectures on Japanese Culture to take 
advantage of what the students have 
learned in Japan

�	Fundamentals of Molecular Devices, 
Fundamentals of Molecular Systems

�	Leading Education, Multi-Cultural 
Exchange Experiences

Technical Skills Acquisition of outstanding technical 
skills to promote research on molecular 
systems for devices

Science for Molecular Devices, 
Applications of Molecular Devices, 
Science for Molecular Systems, 
Applications of Molecular Systems, etc.

Passion / Enthusiasm Lectures that teach the sense of values of 
prominent lecturers in various fields

Leading Education, Multi-Cultural 
Exchange Experiences

Business Sentiment �	Participation in a domestic internship 
system at collaborating companies

�	Acquisition of basic knowledge of 
business management and accounting

�	Domestic & International Internship
�	Advanced Theory of Business 

Management for Leading Program, 
Management in Industry-Academia 
Collaborations

Internationality Provision of English lessons by Kyushu 
University California Office, participa-
tion in skills seminar

Practical Scientific English

Ability to move proj-
ects ahead

Participation in joint research with over-
seas research institutes

Overseas Training

Creativity Cultivating the ability to express oneself 
through discussions, to think thoroughly, 
to make decisions, and to have a mindset 
that supports perseverance

Top Leader’s Lecture, GRP, etc.

Communication Skills The formation of small groups who make 
research plans covering various fields, 
with a view toward developing practical 
applications

GRP

Management Skills Acquisition of basic knowledge of IP 
rights

Theory of Intellectual Property, etc.

Ability to view issues 
in a broad context

Cultivation of perspectives of basic 
science, international activities and 
industry

Research of Molecular Systems for 
Devices

�Description of degree program
As International Superleader Candidates (ISLC), students receive a consecutive 5-year education consisting of 

the following 3 stages. There is no track record for this program because it started accepting students in the 2013 
academic year. Preparations for smooth implementation of the program have been completed.

�	Stage 1 (1st and 2nd year): Cultivating Basic Knowledge and Study of Multiple 
Specialized Areas.
Kyushu University professors of each major and leading researchers and entrepreneurs from inside and 

outside Japan form a team to directly teach the graduate students. With an eye on the students’ joint research 
with corporations in the 4th and 5th years, horizontal, group-type research guidance is provided to the students 
from the 1st year by multiple researchers.

To raise the global awareness of students, one-month of language training is provided at San Jose State 
University (L-YREP) with the full support of the Kyushu University California Office, and opportunities to 
visit companies in Silicon Valley are provided. 
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The firsthand experience in business that students gain through internships allows them not only to acquire 
management skills, but also to be aware of the significance and true process of industry-government-academia 
collaboration. For business management, we help students to cultivate entrepreneurial skills with a view to-
ward future business start-ups. Students will also acquire a basic knowledge of management and accounting, 
as well as a deepened familiarity with business. In order to earn credits, students deliver presentations at the 
Presentation of Research Plans, to report on the progress of their specialized research project, followed by a 
Q&A session. At the QE, students will be asked to give a presentation consisting of an overview of a recent 
scientific topic of their choice, though it cannot be in their own area of expertise. The students’ planning and 
implementation skills will be evaluated according to the presentation ratings provided by the instructors.

�	Stage 2 (3rd year): Complete English Education and the Development of Global 
Awareness
Following the acquisition of basic language skills in the 1st year, students spend most of their 3rd year study-

ing abroad. They also carry out joint research with overseas research institutes, including UCLA California 
NanoSystems Institute (UCLA-CNSI) (U.S.A.), BASF (Germany), imec (Belgium) and Yonsei University 
(Korea).

�	Stage 3 (4th and 5th year): Development of the Mind for Research Strategies and 
Training in Practical Skills
Teams of 3 students who are in the same year, but who belong to different laboratories, implement the re-

search project that is proposed (GRP) during group discussions in their 1st to 3rd years. They can use the open 
innovation laboratory at Fukuoka industry-academia Symphonicity (FiaS) in the Ito Science Park (adjacent to 
Ito Campus) for their activities. To nurture general knowledge, in addition to expert knowledge, as is required 
to become an R&D leader, the students are provided with an intellectual property education utilizing connec-
tions from the Innovation Training Program Center. The subjects include the definition of intellectual prop-
erty as recognized by the industry, patent systems in other countries, the importance of patent applications, 
and patent strategies. An intensive course on leadership theory and venture firms will also be provided to de-
velop the students’ ability to promote research with an industrial perspective. The students present the GRP 
accomplishments to the corporate researchers involved in this program to receive credits. The students’ 
achievements are comprehensively evaluated according to each student’s individual presentations, reports and 
patent applications during their 5-year term.

The provision of education on the above 3 stages through the spatial and temporal collaboration of the 3 core 
sites of Kyushu University Ito Campus, California Office and Ito Science Park will enable the creation of lead-
ers who will be able to view research and development from the perspectives of basic science, international 
activities and industry. These leaders will have the skills to lead in any area of industry, government or aca-
demia.

(2) Preparation for Student Acceptance
To help provide the students in the 2013 academic year with the appropriate curriculum, in terms of English 

education and joint research with overseas laboratories, two students were dispatched abroad. They returned 
with constructive feedback that included travel procedures, local situations and details of the program.

Internships at collaborating companies have been scheduled for implementation in the summer of the 1st 

year. Acceptance arrangements and clerical procedures have been confirmed with the collaborating companies 

in Japan.
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“Language Training and Field Trips”

Mr. Masaya Hirade (Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, 3rd 

year, Doctoral Course)

Period: February 11 to March 14, 2013

Dispatch company: imec, Belgium

I did an internship at Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (imec) in Leuven, Belgium for about 5 weeks from 
Feb. 11 to Mar. 14, 2013. It is about 20 minutes by intercity train from the capitol of Brussels to Leuven. The city 
boasts many historical buildings, some of which are registered as world heritage sites. The most challenging thing 
there was language. People in Leuven mostly speak Dutch. The signs and labels are all in Dutch or French. I 
managed to understand them by using a translation site via my cell phone. However, since most people there speak 
English fluently, conversation was not a problem. At imec, the researchers come from around the world. I could not 
tell who was from where. Researchers speak in English, Dutch, French, German, Chinese and Japanese, which 
creates a unique atmosphere. The most challenging thing here was also English. Unlike having a conversation in 
town, guessing at the correct response could result in a terrible mistake. So I tried not to worry about being embar-
rassed, and I made sure I understood by asking people to repeat themselves or by asking questions. As a result, I was 
able to learn new phrases and expressions. The experiments being conducted at imec are mainly sponsored by the 
private sector. Many research themes are related to process qualification. Although the outline of the theme I worked 
on was given, experiment plans and materials were left to my discretion. Since the theme was very new to me, I was 
totally confused at the beginning and had a very hard time. However, by asking researchers and students about how 
to use the equipment, I was able to get the hang of it. It turned out to be a good experience.

Old Town Hall in Leuven Lab members
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“Operation Process in Joint Research and Outcome of Research, and Impressions/Opinions of 

the Language Training and Field Trips”

Mr. Taiki Matsui (Department of Chemical Systems and Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, 1st 

year, Doctoral Course)

Period: February 20 to March 26, 2013

Dispatch institute: Zare Laboratory (Stanford University), U.S.A.

I was dispatched to Professor Zare’s laboratory at Stanford University in preparation for joint research to be 
started the following academic year under the Program for Leading Graduate Schools, Advanced Graduate 
Course on Molecular Systems for Devices. Zare Laboratory research covers 4 areas: cell imprinting, reaction 
dynamics, mass spectrometry (MS) and nanoparticles. I mainly observed the research on reaction dynamics and 
MS. Following the advice of Dr. Matsuo, Director, Kyushu University California Office, I also went to the 
Silicon Valley Innovation Forum (SVIF) and attended special lectures at the Engineering Leaders English 
Program (ELEP). I listened to the speeches of Mr. Anis Uzzaman (Fenox Venture Capital) at the forum and Mr. 
Gen Isayama (DCM) and Mr. Shigeya Ando (Diamond, Inc.) at the special lecture. They emphasized the cycle 
of start-ups and M&As at large companies. There is a system to support corporatization in Silicon Valley, and it 
helps large companies with M&As. This cycle from corporatization to M&A leads to innovation and economic 
development. In Japan, however, this cycle is not seen because large companies weigh heavily on the past record 
of small-and-medium sized companies. Japanese tend to be perfectionists, which is thought to be one of the 
things that inhibit the development of businesses and the economy. In my opinion, exposing incomplete ideas to 
the market and receiving feedback for improvements is important to our research. Many Japanese scientists 
present research that is already closed. But, by proceeding this way, I don’t think that research can be improved. 
I believe it is important to develop research by listening to other researchers’ opinions, and to move ahead to joint 
research by sharing one’s own research.

Observing a reaction dynamics 
experiment

Mudd Building, home to Zare Lab
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(3) Entrance Exam for the 2013 Program
Following the adoption of this program in October 2012, orientations for the program overview and recruit-

ment of students were done mainly on campus to raise student awareness of this program. A total of 165 people 
participated in 5 orientations for the recruiting target of 21.

Promotional activities targeting other educational institutions were conducted through various media, in-
cluding the website. They were aimed at fi nding outstanding and motivated students who will be able to imple-

ment each educational stage of the program.

Orientation Schedule for Students by Graduate School
� Dec. 19: Graduate School of Engineering
� Dec. 22: Graduate School of Science
� Dec. 25: Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering
� Jan. 10: Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering
� Jan. 17: Graduate School of Engineering

Application acceptance for the program was closed on Jan. 31, 2013, and interviews and oral exams were 
given on Feb. 16th. With reference to the application forms submitted, a total of 15 faculty members and people 
from collaborating companies evaluated the applicants in a comprehensive manner, according to their basic 
academic skills, communication skills (responses to questions, fl exible thinking) and personal characteristics 
(a desire to learn with passion and to dream). The same screenings were held for international and external 
students on April 13.

All 16 applicants passed the February screening, and all 3 passed in April as well. Thus, the 2013 program 
started with 19 students.

Breakdown of 2013 Program Students 

Kyushu University students: 14

International students (Special exam for non-Japanese students): 3

External students: 2

Orientation Poster 
for 2013 Program

Student Recruitment Poster 
for 2013 Program
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3. Collaborations

Corporate researchers who are leading in materials science and device development both inside and outside 
Japan were selected to participate in this program for the inaugural year. Through internships at collaborating 
companies in the 1st year and the Group Research Proposal (GRP) in the 4th and 5th year, the students will learn 
to carefully think about the practical applications of their research in society, and to view the series of research 
from the basics to application in a broad context. More specifically, the students will experience the creation 
of knowledge through the planning of their group research theme, mutual evaluations, and presentations of 
their research. To nurture general knowledge, in addition to expert knowledge, which is required to become an 
R&D leader, the students attend lectures on the patent application process and the establishment of new com-
panies. They must earn credits in subjects related to the basic knowledge of IP rights, business management 
and accounting, management theory and leadership theory needed to become a research and development 
leader. In cooperation with QREC and QBS, the students are provided with the business education needed to 
become an ISLC.

Through these subjects, the program is aimed at developing leaders who are able to plan their own research 
themes and view research and development from a broad perspective, from basic to applied devices. Graduates 
of this program will become world-leading researchers in corporate laboratories and public research institutes.

This program is supported by collaborating organizations: 6 overseas institutes, 11 domestic companies and 
1 domestic public research institute. We asked each organization to assign a person in charge of the program 
who can substantially engage in the curriculum, give advice and evaluate the program from an objective view-
point.

(1) International Collaboration
Since joint research with overseas companies and universities is planned, out of 6 overseas core institutes, 

we had meetings at UCLA-CNSI (U.S.A.), Stanford University (U.S.A.) and Imec (Belgium). We concluded 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with UCLA-CNSI (U.S.A.), Yonsei University (Korea), BASF (Ger-
many), Imec (Belgium) and the Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University* (OIST) in 
Japan during the 2012 academic year.
* The Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University (OIST) shall conduct internationally outstanding education and re-

search in science and technology, contribute to the sustainable development of Okinawa, and promote and sustain the advancement of sci-
ence and technology in Japan and throughout the world.

(2) Domestic Collaboration
Collaborating domestic companies are Air Liquide Laboratories, K.K., Nippon Kayaku Co., Ltd., Tokyo 

Electron Limited., JSR Corporation, BASF Japan Ltd., Mitsui Chemicals, Inc., Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd., 
Hitachi Aloka Medical, Ltd., Nippon Steel & Sumikin Chemical Co., Ltd., Umicore Japan K.K., Nissan Chem-
ical Industries, Ltd, Merck Ltd., and La Revanche Corporation. We are also collaborating with 13 companies 
and one public research institute, Institute of Systems, Information Technologies and Nanotechnologies (ISIT). 
We visited these companies and institutes and asked for their cooperation with internships and GRPs.

Visited UCLA-CNSI, Concluded MOU (Feb. 6 , 2013) Visited imec (Mar. 13, 2013)
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(3) Discussions with Collaborating Companies and Institutes at the Kickoff Sym-
posium

On the first day of the Kickoff Symposium (Mar. 28-29, 2013), the person responsible for each program in-
troduced the collaborating companies and explained how they were involved in the program. We asked the 
collaborating companies for their cooperation with internships, joint research during the 4th and 5th year based 
on GRP, and for the process of working toward joint research. Regarding FiaS, in which the GRP-based joint 
research is conducted, we asked Fukuoka City for its cooperation, as it is the supervisory authority for the 
Institute of Systems, Information Technologies and Nanotechnologies (ISIT). The people from the collaborat-
ing company that were in charge of the program expressed their opinions and strong hopes for improvements 
in the framework of this education program.
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Kickoff Symposium Program

Director,

今任　稔彦

General Manager, Catalysis Science Laboratory of Mitsui Chemicals, Inc.)

General Manager, 

メルク株式会社液晶事業本部新事業開発部マネージャー

Professor, Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University)

Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University)

Professor, Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University)

of Research

T
, Kyushu University
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Professor, Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, Kyushu University
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4. Publicity and Promotion

Following the adoption of this leading program in October 2012, the logo was discussed. Brochures (abridged 
version) and resulting papers introducing research related to this program were also published to recruit stu-
dents and to convey information to concerned organizations in a swift manner. The Kickoff Symposium was 
held in March 2013, and prominent researchers from Japan and elsewhere gave keynote speeches and partici-
pated in round-table discussions. About 250 people of different nationalities and various backgrounds, from 
university and company researchers to ordinary members of the public, participated in the symposium, and we 
were able to spread detailed information about the program. We also introduced the program at events and 
published information in magazines.

(1) Logo Concept
On launching the promotional strategy for this leading program, a logo that expresses the concept of the 

Advanced Graduate Course on Molecular Systems for Devices clearly and simply was examined. The logo 
was based on the image of molecular systems for devices, the combination of the first letters M, S, and D from 
“Molecular Systems for Devices,” as well as the L from the word “leading” in the “Program for Leading 
Graduate Schools.” The large and small colored dots that connect and disperse outward incorporate the hope 
that this course will foster a pool of globally competent human resources from highly individual students who 
mutually leverage their talents in groups and cooperate to produce a friendly rivalry.

Advanced Graduate Course on Molecular Systems for Devices

(2) Brochures
We created brochures (abridged version) to notify research institutes, main domestic and overseas collabo-

rating companies, and local governments of the adoption of the program and of the fundamental purpose of 
this program, as well as to recruit students. The 4-page brochure (2-page spread) contained some digest infor-
mation, such as the vision, curriculum and features of the program.
The brochures were printed in January, in time to be used to explain the program and to ask companies for 
their cooperation. They were distributed to people at the Kickoff Symposium in March and during other occa-
sions in a timely manner. The brochures were given to orientation participants for the 2013 program. A full 
version of the brochure (in Japanese and English) should be ready for the 2013 academic year, before the cur-
riculum starts. Newsletters are also planned.
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Brochure (Abridged Version, Printed in 2012)

“Activity Report Molecular Systems For Devices Vol. 1 ”  (Printed in March 2013)

(3) Collection of Resulting Papers
Activity Report Molecular Systems For Devices Vol. 1, a collection of the latest representative papers from 

research laboratories and teaching instructors, was published to introduce research related to this program.
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(4) Kickoff Symposium
1st International Symposium of the Advanced Graduate
Program on Molecular Systems for Devices “The Future of
Molecular Systems for Devices -Education, Research and
Industrialization-”
[1st International Symposium of the Advanced Graduate Program 
on Molecular Systems for Devices  “The Future of Molecular Sys-
tems for Devices -Education, Research and Industrialization-”]

Date and Time: Thursday, March 28, 1:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Friday, March 29, 9:00 a.m. - 5:10 p.m.

Venue: Hilton Fukuoka Sea Hawk (2-2-3 Jigyohama, 
Chuo-ku, Fukuoka City)

Organize: Education Center for Global Leaders in Molecu-
lar Systems for Devices, Kyushu University 

Co-organized: Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate 
School of Engineering, Kyushu University 

Sponsorship: Fukuoka prefecture, Fukuoka city

The 1st International Symposium of the Advanced Gradu-
ate Program on Molecular Systems for Devices, “The Fu-
ture of Molecular Systems for Devices -Education, Research 
and Industrialization-” was held at the Hilton Fukuoka Sea 
Hawk on March 28 and 29, 2013 to commemorate the start 
of this education program. Distinguished guests from the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Tech-
nology (MEXT), Fukuoka City, the International Advisory 
Board, the External Assessment Committee and collaborat-
ing companies were in attendance. A total of 250 people, 
including people concerned with the program both inside 
and outside Japan, participated in the two-day session.

The symposium was held under the auspices of Fukuoka Prefecture and Fukuoka City, and co-hosted by 
Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Kyushu University. On the first day, Prof. Sunao 
Yamada (Dean, Faculty of Engineering), who is responsible for this program, delivered his opening remarks, 
followed by greetings from Prof. Setsuo Arikawa, President of Kyushu University, and from representatives of 
the university’s relevant departments. Then, two distinguished guests, Mr. Hiroshi Matsuzaka (Director for 
University Reform at MEXT) and Mr. Hidehiro Nagafuchi (Chief Executive of the Economy, Tourism and 
Culture Bureau, Fukuoka City), delivered congratulatory speeches. Following this, Prof. Chihaya Adachi 
(Faculty of Engineering), the Program Coordinator, introduced the program. Also during the session, under 
the theme of “Aims of the Program on Molecular Systems for Devices,” professors from Bordeaux University 
and Texas Christian University introduced their universities and expressed their expectations of future col-
laboration with this program. During the session on “Graduate School Education and the Scenes of Industry-
Academia Collaboration,” 10 speakers from companies and universities talked about research, human re-
sources development and collaboration with local governments within the context of industry-academia 
collaboration. Lastly, Mr. Karl-Heinrich Hahn (Senior Vice President, Organic Electronics Research, BASF 
(Germany)) delivered the keynote address, titled “Challenges in Organic Electronics - From Chemicals to 
Chemistry.”

After the first day of the symposium, about 100 people participated in a social gathering presided over by 
Prof. Keiji Tanaka (Faculty of Engineering), the organizer of the symposium. It started with a student who will 
enter the program in April introducing himself in English. Then Dr. Toyoki Kunitake, a member of the Inter-
national Advisory Board and Director of the Kitakyushu Foundation for the Advancement of Industry Science 
and Technology (FAIS) proposed a toast. Students and researchers from collaborating universities and compa-
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nies exchanged views in this friendly atmosphere. Congratulatory speeches were given by Mr. Makoto Higasa 
(OIST Academic Exchange Coordinator), Dr. Masato Matsuo (Director of Kyushu University California Of-
fice), who organizes language training program in the U.S. for the 1st and 3rd year students, and Ms. Mari 
Christine (Cross-Cultural Communicator and Goodwill Ambassador for UN-HABITAT), who teaches a sub-
ject covering Multi-Cultural Exchanges Experience in the program.

The 2nd day sessions were conducted under the theme 
of “The Future of Molecular Systems for Devices -Edu-
cation, Research and Industrialization-.” Scientific lec-
tures were given by 6 professors from Kyushu Univer-
sity, namely Prof. Chihaya Adachi (Kyushu University), 
Prof. Atsushi Takahara (Institute for Materials Chemis-
try and Engineering), Prof. Ken Sakai (Faculty of Sci-
ences), Prof. Seiji Ogo (Faculty of Engineering), Prof. 
Yuji Oki (Faculty of Information Science and Electrical 
Engineering) and Prof. Reiji Hattori (KASTEC (Art, 
Science and Technology Center for Cooperative Re-
search, Kyushu University)); and 5 external, world-lead-
ing professors, namely Prof. Paul Heremans (Imec, Bel-
gium), Prof. Paul S. Weiss (UCLA-CNSI, U.S.A.) Prof. 
Yong-Rok Kim (Yonsei University, Korea), Prof. 
Kookheon Char (Seoul National University, Korea) and 
Prof. Yabing Qi (OIST, Japan). As on the first day, the 
question and answer sessions were very active. This 
symposium successfully closed with great hopes for the 
development and success of the program.
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(5) Other Items
Participation in the poster session of the Leading Graduate Schools Program Forum 2012 organized by the 

Tokyo Institute of Technology in March 2013 was used to promote this program. Adoption of the program was 
announced in an article in the Kyudaikoho newsletter. Posters were prepared for use at the Kyushu University 
and Hokkaido University Joint Frontier Seminar.

Kyudaikoho Vol. 85 (January 2013)

Poster for the 8 th Kyushu University 
and Hokkaido Universi ty Joint 
Frontier Seminar (Jan. 12, 2013, Toshi 
Center Hotel (Tokyo))

Leading Graduate Schools Program 
Forum 2012 (March 15-16, 2013, Tokyo 
Conference Center Ariake (Tokyo))
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Program for Leading Graduate Schools 2012 
(by Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) and  

the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science)
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